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SCALE MODELLING OF RAILWAY NOISE BARRIERS
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Experiments were carried out in an anechoic chamber using a 1 : 20 scale model of
a high-speed train to determine the insertion loss of various forms of track-side noise barrier.
All the barriers investigated had the upper edge level with the bottom of the train windows
and were positioned as close as possible to the train, within the limitations of the structure
gauge. They thus provided attenuation of noise from sources in the lower portion of the
train, in the region of the rails and wheels. The measured performance of plane screens with
rigid and sound-absorbing surfaces is compared with values predicted by standard
prediction methods for railway noise and the results of a numerical model. The e!ect of
barrier shape and absorptive surfaces upon screening performance is investigated. Results
are presented in terms of the insertion loss of the peak SPL of the pass-by pro"le for a single
bogie noise source and for the whole train, and also insertion loss based on ¸

Aeq,1 )
. Results

for these three measures show similar trends. For the conditions tested insertion loss values
for all the screens were lower when the ground behind the barrier was absorbing than when
the ground was rigid. The relative changes in insertion loss for the di!erent forms of barrier
were similar for the two ground types. Insertion loss values for rigid screens were between
6 and 10 dB lower than those for similar screens with complete sound absorbing surfaces.
The application of absorbing areas on rigid screens signi"cantly increases the insertion loss
by between 3 and 6 dB. The least e$cient screen was a corrugated barrier with a rigid
surface. The most e$cient screens tested were plane and curved barriers with absorbing
surfaces and a multiple edge screen with a part-absorbing surface.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Railway noise is increasingly a!ecting the environment due to the building of new rail links
which pass through urban and rural areas and the increasing use of high-speed trains. Noise
barriers are commonly used to alleviate the problem particularly in Japan and continental
Europe. A range of experimental and theoretical studies has been reported on the e$ciency
of plane screens and other forms of noise barrier in attenuating railway noise [1}5].

In this paper, a study is presented of the performance of various forms of track-side noise
barrier, determined using scale-model experiments conducted in an anechoic chamber. The
measured performance of plane screens with rigid and sound-absorbing surfaces is
compared with values predicted by standard prediction methods for railway noise and the
results of a numerical model. Using models of rolling stock representative of high-speed
trains, experiments have been conducted to establish the e!ect of the barrier shape and
absorptive surfaces upon screening performance. The position of the barriers relative to the
track has been chosen using an appropriate structure gauge. Results are presented in terms
of the insertion loss of the peak SPL of the pass-by pro"le for a single-bogie noise source
and for the whole train, and also insertion loss based on ¸

Aeq,1 )
values, calculated from the

measurements.
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Figure 1. A-weighted third octave band spectrum typical of a TGV-Atlantique train pass-by at a speed of
300 km/h, measured at 25 m from the track [16].
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2. SELECTION OF SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS

The main sources of railway noise are the power unit, aerodynamic e!ects and rail}wheel
interaction, see e.g., reference [6]. Attempts have been made to identify the location,
strength and spectral content of these sources using various methods [7}11].

For high-speed trains, which are of primary concern, the power units are located typically
at the ends of the train. Noise from electric power units is dominated by noise from blowers
and the level and spatial distribution of this source depends on the speci"c type design of the
power unit. The contribution from this source to the average energy level for a high-speed
train pass-by is small. Consequently, noise generated from the power units is not considered
in this study. Aerodynamic noise can be generated from various sources [12] and its
contribution is dictated by the speed of the train [13, 14]. The distribution of the sources is
dependent on the speci"c design of the surface pro"le of the rolling stock. At high speeds,
aerodynamic noise resulting from the pantograph and wheel/rail noise on the power cars
have been shown to be similar [7]. The sound propagating from the aerodynamic sources
on the upper half of the train body and also the locomotive exhaust outlets will be
unobstructed by a typical low barrier of approximately 2 m in height. The direct
propagation of sound from these sources should be considered separately. Barriers of 5}6 m
in height would be required to shield the surroundings from these sources.

Rail}wheel noise can be considered generic to tracked transport systems, although there
are subgroupings depending upon the braking system, the rail and wheel construction and
the degree of roughness of these elements. In the region of the rails and wheels noise arising
from the vibration and interaction of these elements is signi"cantly shielded by low barriers.
The purpose of this investigation is to examine the attenuation of noise produced in this
region, by using a source located in the bogie units of the train.

A comparison of some published spectra for noise emission from trains has been given in
reference [15]. The spectrum adopted in this work is shown in Figure 1 and is derived from
site measurements to investigate the performance of noise barrier systems by Houtave [16].
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3. DESIGN CRITERIA FOR TRACK-SIDE BARRIERS

Several factors need to be considered in determining the most suitable position and
height of a track-side noise barrier. As with all noise barriers, regardless of application,
maximum screening e$ciency is achieved by locating it as close as possible to the source.
However, the proximity to the track is governed by operational safety criteria. The structure
gauge de"nes the envelop of nearest approach of any track-side equipment and for any
railway operator may vary according to track speed and type of rolling stock. The
possibility of the barriers hindering escape from, or access to, trains in case of emergency
must be considered and also the safety of track-side workers.

Barriers attenuation increases with height. The attenuation is minimal if the source is
visible from the receiver position. Sources of noise on trains are widely distributed from
pantograph to rails so in order to obtain maximum screening potential, barriers that are
higher than the train are necessary, possibly also overhanging the track. Low barriers only
provide screening from noise generated in the vicinity of the wheels and rails. To provide
emergency escape or access and to allow passengers an unrestricted view, a height
equivalent to the lower edge of the train windows is commonly selected.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

4.1. ANECHOIC CHAMBER

The experiments presented in this study were performed in a purpose-built anechoic
chamber. The working area inside the chamber was approximately 6 m]3 m]3 m and the
air temperature was monitored. The humidity within the chamber was controlled at
approximately 2)5% RH, ensuring that the air absorption inside the chamber at the model
frequency was close to that which would be expected at the full-scale frequency under
normal air conditions (50% RH). Compensation for this e!ect is possible by processing the
spectrum of the signal when a single predominant sound path can be de"ned. However, if it
is the intention to model accurately a sound "eld with multiple sound paths arising from
re#ection and di!raction e!ects, as in this case, dehumidi"cation provides the best solution.

4.2. SOURCE AND DETECTOR

The sound source comprised two cylindrical cavities, 20 mm in diameter and 40 mm in
depth. Air was admitted into each cavity at a pressure of 10 bar through an aperture 2)5 mm
in diameter. The sources were mounted in either the front bogie position of the locomotive
(Figure 2) or the bogie of a carriage near the centre of the train. The emission characteristics
are shown in Figure 3(a) for the one-third octave bands at 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 kHz in the
plane though the axes of the cylinders, which was the horizontal plane in the model. Similar
results are also given in the vertical plane in Figure 3(b) with positive angles in the upward
direction. The sources are approximately omni-directional. A number of investigations of
the directivity of rail}wheel noise sources have been carried out, with a wide range of results.
Monopole and dipole directivity has been reported, and combinations of these
distributions. The model sources provided a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 10 dB above the
background level in all narrow frequency bands in the chamber for all the measurements.

The sound was detected by a 1/8A Bruel & Kjaer microphone which was maintained in
the same orientation for all measurements. The position of the microphone was controlled
remotely by a computer-operated positioning system.



Figure 2. Two cavity air-jet sources mounted in the front bogie of the model locomotive.
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4.3. SCALE MODEL

The model used in the experiments was scaled at 1 : 20 (the scaling factor, m"20).
Therefore, the full-scale frequency range 50 Hz } 4 kHz relates to 1}80 kHz in the model.
Rigid and grassland surfaces were investigated. A polished aluminium surface was used to
simulate rigid ground and specially manufactured porous plastic plates, 8 mm in thickness
were used to simulate grassland. The #ow resistivity of the material deduced from excess
attenuation measurements was 2)2MPa s/m2 which corresponds to a full-scale #ow
resistivity of 110 kPa s/m2 [17]. Track ballast was simulated using gravel. The size of the

stones was scaled at d
1
Jm where d

1
is the full-scale linear dimension of the ballast.

Figure 4(a) shows the cross-section of railway modelled in the chamber. The limit of the
structure gauge corresponds to the closest position for overhead catenary masts in the U.K.
as speci"ed by the Railtrack Standard Structure Gauge [18]. In the case of plane vertical
barriers, their position was "xed by this structure gauge limit. All other barriers were
positioned such that the edge closest to the track did not cross the structure gauge limit. The
top edges of the vertical barriers and those inclined towards the track were all coincident. In
every case, the maximum permissible barrier height corresponded to the lower edge of the
carriage window, being 2)75 m above the ground level. Experiments were performed with
the rolling stock on the track nearest to the barrier.

Accurate models of British Rail Mk IV carriages and a Class 91 locomotive were used in
the experiments. In the U.K., Inter-City 225 trains comprised such rolling stock. The
cross-sectional shape of these vehicles is quite similar to that of many other high-speed
trains [15]. The experiments were conducted using two di!erent train con"gurations. The
"rst was composed of four carriages, with the source mounted in the front bogie of the rear
carriage. The second con"guration was composed of the locomotive and the "rst
half-carriage, with the source mounted in the front bogie of the locomotive (Figure 2). These
were designed to characterize how the SPL from a single bogie source changed with
distance parallel to the track (i) when the train was present and (ii) on approach and
departure of the train. These two conditions must be considered separately when noise
barriers are present since in the "rst case there will be multiple re#ections between the side
of the train and the noise barrier. This e!ect will not occur in the second case.



Figure 3. Third-octave band emission characteristics for the source in Figure 2, (a) in the horizontal plane and
(b) in the vertical plane. The zero angle is in the direction of the axes of the source cylinders. (**) 5 kHz; (*L**)
10 kHz; (*K**) 20 kHz; (*n**) 40 kHz; (*]**) 80 kHz.
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4.4. BARRIER CONFIGURATIONS

The barriers used in the experiments were fabricated either from perspex, plastic or steel.
The basic forms are shown in Figure 4. These are (all dimensions at full scale):

(a) A plane vertical screen
(b) A plane vertical screen with the top 0)5 m inclined at an angle of 303 towards the

track.



Figure 4. Con"guration of the model. (a) and (b) are cross-sections and (c) is a plan, showing the positions of the
barriers described in section 4.4.
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(c) A curved screen of arc radius 3)25 m inclined towards the track with the tangent to the
base normal to the round.

(d) A plane vertical screen "tted with two parallel vertical panels, 0)5 m deep, with
a separation of 0)5 m, providing two additional di!racting edges at the same height as
the top edge of the main barrier. Figure 4(b) [19].

(e) A barrier comprising vertical panels of constant height with a corrugated plan shape,
Figure 4(c).

The barriers were installed parallel to the track. They were tested with rigid surfaces and
with absorbing surfaces as described in Table 1. The absorbing surfaces were modelled



TABLE 1

<alues of the constants in equation (2) Examples of ,tted curves using the constants are shown
in Figures 5 and 6

Coaches Locomotive
Receiver

Barrier type height (m) c
1

c
2

c
1

c
2

(a) For rigid ground
No barier 1)5 90)5 24)6 90)3 23)3

4)5 89)6 18)5 89)9 22)3
Plane screen, rigid 1)5 74)4 14)6 74)2 20)3

4)5 76)1 15)8 75)7 23)2
Plane screen, top 0)8 m absorbing 1)5 70)0 17)6 70)9 22)1

4)5 71)7 21)8 72)3 25)6
Plane screen, fully absorbing 1)5 65)5 18)7 65)3 22)9

4)5 66)6 20)0 65)9 22)4
Multi-edge screen, rigid 1)5 70)7 11)4 70)4 18)2

4)5 74)7 16)9 74)0 25)3
Multi-edge screen, top 0)5 m absorbing 1)5 64)8 13)9 65)7 19)1

4)5 66)8 19)0 68)0 24)4
Cranked screen, rigid 1)5 74)3 13)0 74)4 21)6

4)5 75)4 14)5 75)7 24)6
Cranked screen, top 0)5 m absorbing 1)5 71)2 14)1 72)9 26)1

4)5 72)4 15)3 74)1 27)6
Curved screen, rigid 1)5 69)4 10)3 69)4 15)8

4)5 70)3 11)2 70)1 16)0
Curved screen, fully absorbing 1)5 66)6 16)8 66)8 18)0

4)5 67)2 17)7 67)6 19)4
Corrugated screen, rigid 1)5 76)0 19)9 75)4 21)1

4)5 77)7 20)5 77)0 22)4
Corrugated screen, part absorbing 1)5 68)6 13)1 69)0 15)9

4)5 69)5 12)7 69)8 14)9

(b) For grassland
No barrier 1)5 86)2 31)7 86)1 33)0

4)5 89)7 19)7 90)5 20)9
Plane screen, rigid 1)5 72)6 14)2 72)3 21)1

4)5 75)6 17)4 75)2 26)5
Plane screen, top 0)8 m absorbing 1)5 68)7 20)5 69)6 25)7

4)5 71)3 24)6 72)3 30)5
Plane screen, fully absorbing 1)5 63)8 19)9 64)6 23)0

4)5 65)7 22)3 66)3 24)5
Multi-edge screen, rigid 1)5 69)2 12)0 69)1 20)1

4)5 73)7 17)5 73)5 28)4
Multi-edge screen, top 0)5 m absorbing 1)5 63)6 17)0 64)1 21)7

4)5 66)2 20)8 66)5 24)4
Cranked screen, rigid 1)5 71)7 11)6 72)4 23)2

4)5 74)2 14)6 74)8 27)6
Cranked screen, top 0)5 m absorbing 1)5 69)3 15)2 70)3 24)7

4)5 71)5 17)0 72)6 28)1
Curved screen, rigid 1)5 67)0 14)7 67)4 18)3

4)5 68)4 13)9 69)2 20)1
Curved screen, fully absorbing 1)5 64)7 18)9 65)0 20)7

4)5 66)1 19)3 66)3 20)7
Corrugated screen, rigid 1)5 73)8 18)9 73)2 19)5

4)5 76)9 21)0 75)9 22)3
Corrugated screen, part absorbing 1)5 66)4 13)5 66)9 16)3

4)5 68)1 12)9 68)1 15)1
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using a layer of felt that had sound absorbing properties similar to a 190 mm of Dumex
absorbing system at full scale [17, 20].

4.5. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The signal generated by the source was sampled 64 times at a given receiver position, for
a duration of 4 ms, at a sample rate of 4 ls, using the detector microphone connected to an
anti-aliasing "lter. A DFT of each sample was then calculated between 0 and 100 kHz. The
broadband sound pressure level was then calculated using the formula

SP¸"10 log
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where g( fI , d ) is the mean narrowband pressure spectrum at the receiver, proportional to the
microphone voltage, at a distance d from the source and at model frequencies fI . g

0
( fI , d

0
) is

the mean reference narrowband pressure spectrum at a distance d
0

from the source in the
same azimuth as for g( fI , d ), in the ground. The reference spectrum is measured in the
absence of any noise control elements and is required to normalize the measured levels.
h( f

i
, D) is the peak pressure spectrum measured in N one-third octave bands for a train

pass-by at a distance D from the track at full scale (see Figure 1). f
iu

and f
il

are the upper and
lower limits of the ith one-third octave band. (D/md)2 is the distance correction applied to
the peak pressure spectrum, and p

0
is the reference pressure.

4.6. CALCULATION OF THE INSERTION LOSS

The signal was measured at 25 m (at full scale, here and subsequently) from the near side
rail, opposite the active bogie and at intervals along the length of the track for cases (i) and
(ii) described in section 4.3. The microphone was situated at approximately 0, 1)5 and 4)5 m
above the ground surface. In Figures 5 and 6, the SPL values generated using equation (1)
are plotted as a function of distance from the bogie, for a representative selection of the
results. The reduction of the SPL with distance is approximately logarithmic and the dotted
lines represent curves of the form

SP¸"c
1
#c

2
log

10 A
25

d B dB (A) (2)

"tted to the data. This procedure has been repeated for all cases and the values of c
1

and
c
2

are given in Table 1.
As expected, for the cases where no barrier is present the decay rates with distance,

represented by the constant c
2
, are similar for cases (i) and (ii). For rigid ground the values

are near 20 which corresponds to point source attenuation of 6 dB/doubling of distance.
For grassland the attenuation constant is approximately 32 for the lower receiver positions,
reducing to approximately 20 at a height of 4)5 m where the ground attenuation e!ect is
expected to be small.

Results for rigid and absorbing plane screens are also shown in Figures 5 and 6. In this
case for rigid ground the attenuation constant remains close to 20 for propagation beyond
the ends of the train (case (ii)) and there is a reduction in the attenuation rate when the
carriages are present. In this case the constant is approximately 15. Similar trends are



Figure 5. Sound pressure level as a function of distance over rigid ground from a single bogie source, d. The
receiver height is 1)5 m. (a) is for propagation along the train (case (i)) and (b) is for propagation beyond the ends of
the train (case (ii)). Points indicate measured data, (L) free "eld, (]) plane rigid screen, (#) plane-absorbing screen.
Dotted lines are "tted curves calculated using the constants in Table 1.
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observed for absorbing ground. For the case of the absorbing plane screen the attenuation
rate for case (ii) is close to 20 since the multiple re#ection e!ects between the train and the
barrier which enhance propagation are reduced.

The c
1
values for case (i) are the "tted peak pass-by SPLs for the single bogie and they can

be used to determine the insertion loss. These results are given in Table 2.
By setting up a given train con"guration (say eight carriages) it is possible to identify all

the bogie positions and to generate a pass-by pro"le for a speci"c single bogie which extends



Figure 6. Sound pressure level as a function of distance over grassland from a single bogie source, d. (a) is for
propagation along the train (case (i)) and (b) is for propagation beyond the ends of the train (case (ii)). Points
indicate measured data, (L) free "eld, (]) plane rigid screen, (#) plane-absorbing screen. Dotted lines are "tted
curves calculated using the constants in Table 1.
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beyond the ends of the train. When this condition applies the decay rates from case (ii) are
used. Combining these pro"les for each of the bogies the pass-by pro"le for a complete train
can be generated. Examples are shown in Figure 7 as a function of time for a train speed of
200 km/h. These have some similarity to pass-by pro"les measured in the "eld, but di!er in
two ways. The increase in level sometimes associated with the passage of the power unit
does not occur. Also the sharp rise and slower decay of the SPL as the train passes is not



Figure 7. Train pass-by pro"les for a 225 train travelling at 200 km/h. The reception point is 25 m from the
near-side rail and 1)5 m above ground. (a) rigid ground (b) grassland. Solid line is for free "eld. Dotted line is for
a rigid plane screen. Dashed line is for an absorbing plane screen.
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simulated. Asymmetry can be generated by making allowance for the approach and
departure velocity of the train but Makarewicz and Yoshida [21] primarily attribute the
e!ect to air turbulence. The insertion loss in the peak SPL of the train pass-by pro"le can be
calculated for each barrier and the results are indicated in Table 2.

Integration of the pass-by pro"le enables the total energy to be calculated and this can be
expressed as the ¸

Aeq,1 )
. The insertion loss calculated from these results is also shown in

Table 2.



TABLE 2

Insertion loss for di+erent forms of noise screen. ¹he receiver position is at 25 m from the
near-side track and at the heights indicated. Results are for rigid and absorbing ground

between the barrier and receiver

Insertion loss (dB)

Rigid ground Absorbing ground

Barrier type 0)0 m 1)5 m 4)5 m 0)0 m 1)5 m 4)5 m

Free 5eld (SPLs)
Bogie 92)4 90)5 89)6 79)7 86)2 89)7
Pass-by 100)1 97)4 97)6 85)5 92)3 97)4
¸
Aeq,1)

70)6 67)9 68)0 56)1 62)8 67)9

Plane screen, rigid
Bogie 15)9 16)1 13)5 8)0 13)6 14)1
Pass-by 14)8 14)3 12)9 6)0 10)9 13)7
¸
Aeq,1)

14)8 14)3 13)0 6)1 10)9 13)8

Plane screen, top 0'8 m absorbing
Bogie 20)2 20)5 17)9 11)7 17)5 18)4
Pass-by 20)1 19)3 18)5 10)5 16)0 19)2
¸
Aeq,1)

20)1 19)2 18)4 10)5 16)0 19)1

Plane screen, fully absorbing
Bogie 24)7 25)0 23)1 16)6 22)4 23)9
Pass-by 24)5 24)0 23)3 15)0 20)7 24)4
¸
Aeq,1)

24)5 24)0 23)3 15)0 20)7 24)3

Multi-edge screen, rigid
Bogie 19)7 19)8 14)9 11)3 17)1 16)0
Pass-by 17)9 17)2 14)6 8)3 13)8 15)6
¸
Aeq,1)

17)8 17)2 14)6 8)4 13)8 15)7

Multi-edge screen, top 0'5 m absorbing
Bogie 25)8 25)7 22)8 16)7 22)7 23)5
Pass-by 24)9 23)7 22)9 14)1 20)5 23)7
¸
Aeq,1)

24)8 23)7 22)8 14)1 20)5 23)7

Cranked screen, rigid
Bogie 16)3 16)2 14)2 8)6 14)5 15)4
Pass-by 14)6 14)0 13)4 6)7 11)1 14)4
¸
Aeq,1)

14)5 14)1 13)4 6)7 11)1 14)5

Cranked screen, top 0'5 m absorbing
Bogie 19)3 19)3 17)3 11)8 17)0 18)2
Pass-by 18)0 17)3 16)6 9)6 14)4 17)7
¸
Aeq,1)

17)9 17)3 16)6 9)7 14)4 17)7

Curved screen, rigid
Bogie 21)1 21)1 19)3 13)1 19)2 21)2
Pass-by 18)7 18)3 17)8 10)8 16)5 20)0
¸
Aeq,1)

18)5 17)1 17)6 10)8 16)5 20)0

Curved screen, fully absorbing
Bogie 24)0 23)9 22)4 15)4 21)6 23)6
Pass-by 22)6 22)5 22)2 14)1 19)8 23)5
¸
Aeq,1)

22)4 22)5 22)1 14)1 19)7 23)5

Corrugated screen, rigid
Bogie 14)2 14)4 11)9 7)0 12)5 12)9
Pass-by 14)2 13)7 12)3 5)6 10)5 13)1
¸
Aeq,1)

14)2 13)7 12)2 5)7 10)6 13)2

Corrugated screen, part absorbing
Bogie 22)0 21)9 20)2 13)8 19)9 21)6
Pass-by 20)4 19)7 18)9 11)9 16)9 20)2
¸
Aeq,1)

20)2 19)7 18)8 11)9 16)9 20)1
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TABLE 3

Measured and predicted values for ¸
Aeq,1)

and insertion loss at 25 m from the near-side rail
and 1)5 m above ground. Plane screen

¸
Aeq,1)

(dB) Insertion loss (dB)

Ground Barrier Nordic Nordic
type type model CRN Measured model CRN Measured

Rigid None 64)0 61)3 68)1 * * *

Rigid 53)7 47)6 53)6 10)3 13)7 14)3
Absorbing 48)0 43)0 43)9 16)0 18)3 24)0

Absorbing None 61)6 61)3 62)8 * * *

Rigid 42)3 47)6 51)9 9)3 13)7 10)9
Absorbing 47)7 43)0 42)1 13)9 18)3 20)7
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1. COMPARISON WITH OTHER RESULTS

General prediction methods for noise from railways have been developed in many
countries. There are at least nine di!erent models existing over European countries. In the
calculation of barrier attenuation a path di!erence approach is almost universally adopted
and plane screens are assumed. The di!erences between the methods are related to the
source location, treatment of the e!ects of absorbing surfaces, the use of curved or straight
sound paths and whether the calculations are carried out for the broadband spectrum or via
separate spectral bands. In Table 3, the experimental model results for ¸

Aeq,1 )
from the

passage of a single train are shown for propagation above rigid and absorbing ground and
in the presence of rigid and absorbing plane screens. Insertion loss values are also given.
These can be compared with the predicted values using the Nordic model [22] and the U.K.
model the Calculation of Railway Noise (CRN) [23]. The results do not agree well and
consistent trends are not easy to identify. The measured insertion losses for the absorbing
screen are, however, somewhat greater than those predicted by the two standard methods.
The poor agreement may be attributed to di$culties encountered in applying these
standard methods to the exact experimental conditions. The minimum distance from track
centreline to barrier is 3 m in the Nordic model and the exact train type is not available. In
the U.K. model the attenuation attributable to grassland is zero for propagation distances
of up to 25 m.

Investigations of the detailed e!ects of barrier shape and surface cover are uncommon. In
this investigation, the upper edges of the di!erent noise barriers are all coincident, with the
position chosen according to standard U.K. structure gauge for existing lines. In other
studies using the same source spectrum [4, 16, 24] the bases of the barriers are coincident
and the proximity to the track set according to di!erent structure gauges. In the present
study, the noise barriers are signi"cantly closer to the track than those used in previous
work and consequently higher values of insertion loss are observed. However, the relative
e$ciency of the di!erent forms compares well.

Conditions similar to those used in the present study have been adopted in an
investigation using numerical modelling [15]. The train cross-section, the barrier positions
and the source spectrum were the same and the ground was absorbing, with the
characteristics of grassland. In Table 4, the experimental results for insertion loss in the



TABLE 4

Comparison of insertion loss for various forms of barrier obtained from the experimental model
and a numerical model [15]. ¹he receiver is 1)5 m above absorbing ground and 25 m from the
near-side rail. Note the di+erences in conditions for the two methods discussed in the text

Insertion loss (dB)

Barrier type Experimental model Numerical model

Plane screen, rigid 10)9 13)6
Plane screen, part absorbing 16)0 16)6
Plane screen, absorbing 20)7 19)1
Curved screen, rigid 16)5 14)8
Curved screen, absorbing 19)8 17)8
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maximum SPL from a train pass-by are compared with the results of the numerical model.
Reasonable agreement is observed. The discrepancies in the results may be attributed to the
di!erent source characteristics. In the numerical model the bogie source was represented by
a dipole. The numerical model is two-dimensional and the calculated sound "eld is
equivalent to that for a coherent line source along the line of the bogies in three dimensions.

5.2. REPEATABILITY OF THE EXPERIMENTS

Free "eld measurement were repeated over the period of several months during which the
experiments were performed. Results will be quoted at the receiver height of 1)5 m. For the
four measurements for propagation above rigid ground the range in the values of c

1
and

¸
Aeq,1 )

were 0)6 and 0)3 dB respectively. For absorbing ground the ranges were 0)4 and
0)1 dB, respectively, over three measurements. When the results of previous experiments
using two other types of sound source were also included [25, 26] the range increased to 1)2
and 0)8 dB respectively. For the two measurements carried out with the plane rigid screen
on rigid ground the di!erence in c

1
was 0)9 dB and the di!erence in ¸

Aeq,1 )
was 0)7 dB. For

the other types of screen, comparisons can only be made between results obtained using
di!erent sources. A source with approximately dipole emission characteristics produced
results for the insertion loss of absorbing screens which were consistently approximately
3 dB lower than for the source described in section 4.2.

5.3. SCREENING PERFORMANCE

Very similar trends are observed between the three di!erent measures of insertion loss
described in section 4.6 and shown in Table 2. The results for propagation above rigid and
absorbing ground also show consistent trends. For rigid ground there is a progressive,
although quite small reduction in insertion loss with height of the receiver. For the
absorbing ground the lowest values are close to the ground and these increase by about
5}6 dB at 1)5 m and a further 1}3 dB at 4)5 m. The di!erence in insertion loss between the
rigid and absorbing ground cases is approximately 9, 3 and !1 dB at receiver heights of 0,
1)5 and 4)5 m respectively.

The performance of the rigid screens is consistent for all positions and both ground types.
The cranked and corrugated screens have insertion losses similar to the plane screen while
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the multiple edge and the curved screens have insertion losses approximately 2}5 dB
greater. The improved performance of the multiple edge screen is attributable to the
di!raction e!ects at each of the edges [19]. The curved screen re#ects sound towards the
ballast, where a proportion of the energy is absorbed.

The e!ect of introducing absorptive surfaces on to the track-facing side of the barriers is
to improve the performance in every case. For the plane screen, the insertion loss rises by
about 5 dB when the top 0)8 m is absorbing and by about 10 dB when the whole surface is
absorbing. When the upper 0)8 m of the multiple edge screen is absorbing the performance
is approximately the same as for the fully absorbing plane screen. The e!ect of applying
absorbent to the upper section of the cranked screen is to improve the insertion loss by only
about 3 dB. A similar improvement is observed in the parabolic screen when it is fully
absorbing. The application of absorbent to selected surfaces of the corrugated screen (see
Figure 4(b)) increases the insertion loss by 6 dB. There is a remarkable consistency in the
ultimate insertion loss attainable from the more e$cient noise barrier con"gurations. For
example, for ¸

Aeq,1)
the maximum insertion loss at 1)5 m height is approximately 24 dB for

rigid ground and 20 dB for absorbing ground. This applies to the absorbing plane screen,
the absorbing parabolic barrier and the part absorbing multiple edge screen. It is clear that
the absorbent largely removes the e!ects of multiple re#ection between the barrier and the
side of the train. For the con"gurations considered here the maximum e!ect of this on the
insertion loss is about 10 dB.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental scale modelling is a useful technique for investigating outdoor sound
propagation in 3-D. The use of a computer and appropriate software for source activation,
microphone positioning and the processing of measured signals allows experiments to be
carried out extremely e$ciently. The major expense is the construction and installation of
the models. Factors which a!ect the accuracy are the selection of materials to model
sound-absorbing surfaces and the emission characteristics of the source. When high values
of insertion loss are measured it is important to ensure good sealing of the noise barriers.

The e$ciency of railway noise barriers can be expressed in terms of the insertion loss for:
(i) the peak SPL for a single bogie source; (ii) the peak SPL during a train pass-by; (iii) the
¸
Aeq,1)

or ¸
AE

for a train pass-by. The insertion loss results for these three measures show
similar trends.

All the barriers investigated had the upper edge level with the bottom of the train
windows and were positioned as close as possible to the train, within the limitations of the
structure gauge. They thus provided attenuation of noise from sources in the lower portion
of the train, in the region of the rails and wheels. The sources used in the model were
situated at the bogie position.

For the conditions tested insertion loss values for all the screens were lower when the
ground behind the barrier was absorbing than when the ground was rigid. The relative
changes in insertion loss for the di!erent forms of barrier were remarkably similar for the
two ground types. The insertion loss for rigid screens was 6}10 dB lower than for similar
screens with complete sound-absorbing surfaces. The application of absorbing areas on
rigid screens signi"cantly increases the insertion loss by between 3 and 6 dB. The least
e$cient screen was a corrugated barrier with a rigid surface. The most e$cient screens
tested were plane and curved barriers with absorbing surfaces and a multiple edge screen
with a partly absorbing surface.
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The barrier positions used in this investigation are as close to the track as possible. As the
distance to the track increases the insertion loss will decrease. It is likely, however, that for
di!erent barrier positions and receiver position to these used here the general trends in the
results will remain the same.
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